LEGEND

A Backstop Fence with Wood Padding
B Open Dugout on Concrete Pad: Two (2) Player’s Benches
C Infield Fence
D Field Access - Service Gate
E Field Access - Open
F Storage Bin
G Outfield Fence

H Outfield Warning Track
I Informal Seating (Approximately 100 Seats)
J Foul Pole - Painted Black
K Sad
L Infield Material
M Concrete Paving

--- Missing NCAA Field Requirements:
- Appropriate line markings
- Adequate fence heights and conditions
- Backstop fence to be 25-30 ft away from home plate
- Infield fence to be 25-30 ft away from foul line
- Coach’s box
- On-deck circles

--- Missing NCAA Field Recommendations:
- Bullpens for home and visitor team
- Colour of foul poles to stand out
- Playing field to be completely enclosed
- Covered and completely enclosed dugouts
LEGEND

- Sod - Refurbished/Overseeded
- Concrete Paving
- Infield Area (Pro-Mix / Gyro)
- Asphalt Paving
- Existing Backstop Fencing with New Padding
- 3.0m Ht Black Vinyl Chain Link Infield Fencing with 40-50' Ht Netting
- 1.8m Ht Black Vinyl Chain Link Infield Fencing with 40-50' Ht Netting
- 1.8m Ht Black Vinyl Chain Link Outfield Fencing
- Existing Informal Seating Area (Approximately 100 Seats)
- Field Access Gate
- Service Gate
- Foul Pole - Painted Yellow
- Outfield Warning Track (Pro-Mix / Gyro)
- Removable Rubberized Home Plate and Pitching Rubber
- Covered Dugout Complete with Two (2) Player’s Benches and Dugout Plate
- Bullpen (Pro-Mix) Complete with Player’s Bench, Home Plate and Pitching Rubber
- Informal Warm-up Area (Pro-Mix / Gyro)
- Accessible Drinking Fountain - Refurbished
- 3-tier Bleacher (Optional Additional Seating)
- Temporary Washroom Facilities on Concrete Pad

Note: All field dimensions and marking lines apply to the minimum standards and specifications to all competition regulated by NCAA Softball Rules.
NCAA FIELD LAYOUT REQUIREMENTS

DRAWING NOTE:
MANUFACTURER / PRODUCT INFORMATION SHOWN FOR REFERENCE PURPOSES ONLY. FINAL PRODUCT SELECTION (OR APPROVED EQUAL) TO BE DETERMINED THROUGH DETAILED DESIGN PROCESSES.
COVERED DUGOUTS

BALL SAFETY NETTING

NOTE: PRODUCT INFORMATION SHOWN FOR REFERENCE PURPOSES ONLY. FINAL PRODUCT SELECTION (OR APPROVED EQUAL) TO BE DETERMINED THROUGH DETAILED DESIGN PROCESSES.

NOTE: MANUFACTURER / PRODUCT INFORMATION SHOWN FOR REFERENCE PURPOSES ONLY. FINAL PRODUCT SELECTION (OR APPROVED EQUAL) TO BE DETERMINED THROUGH DETAILED DESIGN PROCESSES.